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ABSTRACT
On March 11th 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake caused extreme damage to Tohoku District and
generated huge amount of waste. Treatment and disposal of the waste are speeded up and reconstruction
efforts of stricken areas were started for two years.

However, there are problems concerning disaster

waste management: delay of regional treatment facilities construction, overestimation of the generated
waste quantity, and mismatch between materials produced from the waste and materials required for the
reconstruction.
Causes of these problems are considered and following points concerning disaster waste management
plan are discussed: regional disaster waste management plan is required, manual to estimate quantity of
waste according to various kind of disaster should be included to a plan, and collaboration between waste
management plan and reconstruction plan is indispensable for large scale disaster.

And finally,

relationship among Master plan, regional disaster prevention plan, reconstruction plan and disaster waste
management plan is considered.

Keywords: disaster waste management, disaster waste management detailed plan, regional disaster waste
management plan

Introduction
The Japanese archipelago has been stricken by great earthquakes many times from
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ancient times. By the Great East Japan Earthquake that attacked Tohoku District on
March 11th 2011, Japan faced inexperienced situations: the damage was caused severely
not only by the earthquake but also by the tsunami, the damage extended to many
municipalities, and the most of them were small or medium size without enough human
power to cope with the damage. Therefore, many municipalities had taken a time to
start the management of disaster waste (“DW”). As the measure to this problem, we
proposed Disaster Waste Management Detailed Plan (“Detailed Plan”), which is
prepared for future disaster and would able to start waste management rapidly by
revising the plan according with damage of a future disaster, at the 3rd Forum
(Yamamoto and Kaneko, 2012).
Now, temporary treatment facilities such as incinerator, crasher and separator, were
constructed at all regions except the restricted area contaminated by radioactivity
because of atomic power plant accident. After treatment and disposal of DW was
speeded up, reconstruction efforts of stricken areas were also started.
However, many problems have been reported about disaster waste management
(“DWM”). In this paper, major issues among these problems are examined and their
causes are arranged. Matters concerning the Detailed Plan are discussed. Relations
among Master plan for city planning, regional disaster prevention plan, reconstruction
plan and Detailed Plan are also discussed.
Problems on Disaster Waste Management
The management of DW, generated by the great earthquake, has suffered from many
problems such as collection and separation of scattered waste, arrangement of
temporary storage site, disposal of tsunami deposit, etc. Among these problems, the
last year’s paper discussed a lack of preparedness in many municipalities, such as cities,
towns and villages, and this paper discusses three problems:
- delay of regional treatment facilities construction,
- overestimation of generated waste quantity, and
- mismatch between materials produced from the waste and materials required for the
reconstruction.

Delay of regional treatment facilities construction
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In Japan, municipality has primary responsibility for dealing with DW. However,
when most of the municipalities in the stricken area encountered the waste that was
several times the quantity of daily waste, they stopped functions of waste management.
Because they are small and medium size and have not enough human power to cope
with disaster. Therefore, the prefectural governments (Miyagi prefecture and Iwate
prefecture) became to manage the DW entrusted from municipalities, but could not
allocate enough human power because the governments had to treat several regional
blocks or municipalities simultaneously. And the government also did not have an
experience of the works on selection of temporary treatment sites and on the order
placement of treatment facilities. So it took a time to make the decision for the
prefectures to manage the DW.
The municipalities in Miyagi prefecture, that was most severely damaged, would be
consolidated into four regional groups to manage their waste except Sendai city and two
towns, but the members of each group did not fixed easily.

Furthermore, it had

difficulties to decide the sites for temporary treatment facilities for each block.
Consequently, it had taken a time to start the operation of temporary treatment facilities
in regional blocks. Figure 1 shows capacity of incinerators and its date of operation at
the temporary treatment sites in Miyagi prefecture (Ministry of Environment,2013,
Miyagi prefecture 2013).
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Overestimation of quantity of generated waste
Just after the earthquake, estimation of the quantity of generated DW started. However
at that time, transfer of the DW to the temporary storage site did not begin and the
quantity was estimated using aerial photographs that provided the situation of land use
and the damage of stricken areas. And estimation of the quantities of DW and tsunami
deposit was not distinguished. The preliminary estimations of waste in each of three
prefectures are shown in the first row of Table 1.
Table 1 The changes in estimated quantity of Disaster Waste and Tsunami Deposit
(unit: Million tons)
Iwate prefecture
Miyagi prefecture
Fukushima prefecture
references
disaster
tsunami disaster tsunami disaster
tsunami
waste
deposit
waste
deposit
waste
deposit
2011/5
6.04
15.95
2.88
*
2011/6 Figure 14.42
15.88
2.28
Capacity of incinerators
and date of operation
at the **
2011/12
4.76temporary treatment
15.69 sites
2.03
**
2012/6
5.25
11.54
2.01
**
2012/7
3.95
1.30
12.00
6.72
2.16
1.51
**
2012/12
3.66
1.59
11.03
7.27
1.60
1.53
**
2013/6
3.78
1.49
10.46
8.89
1.73
1.85
**
* (Nippo, 2011)
**(Reconstruction Agency, 2011,2012,2013)

After temporary storage sites were allocated and transfer of the DW to the sites began,
measurement of the waste quantity at the sites and the field investigation of stricken
area have been conducted. The estimation was improved as shown in Table 1.
Accuracy of estimation just after a disaster is important for DWM plan to be drawn up
as soon as possible. However, Table 1 shows that the preliminary estimated quantities
were more than real quantities.
The reasons of overestimation are:
-

to be conducted with the record value of the past earthquake, the Great Hanshin
Awaji Earthquake (1995),

-

not to consider the effect of tsunami appropriately which carried huge amount of
mud from sea bottom and flushed away damaged houses and others near the
seashore, and

-

to avoid shortage of treatment capacity and area of temporary storage sites, which is
determined based on quantity of generated waste.
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Mismatch between materials produced from the waste and materials required for
reconstruction
In the experiences of past DWM, there was not large scale reconstruction like this time
and DW did not be treated and recycled as materials for reconstruction.

This time,

recycling options and waste-to energy options were considered: aggregate use of
concrete debris, cement raw material use of incineration ash, and boiler fuel use of
wooden waste. However, it is difficult to take supply-demand balance. Treatment and
disposal of DW are planned to finish in three years, but materials for reconstruction will
be required in longer period.

They must prepare sites for storing the recovered

materials to bridge the gap between treatment and reconstruction. On the other hand,
materials for reconstruction and construction are tendency to stringency, and much more
materials are required to recover from the DW (Cabinet Office, 2012).
Huge amount of tsunami deposit cannot be used for reconstruction unfortunately,
because tsunami deposit contains much organics, with a risk to generate methane gas by
anaerobic fermentation in construction.
Issues concerning Disaster Waste Management Detailed Plan
To cope with above mentioned problems, three issues below should be considered
concerning Detailed Plan:
- Detailed Plan is drawn up at municipality level and/or prefecture level according to the
scale of disaster.
- Detailed Plan should be accompanied by the manual to estimate quantity of generated
waste relating to the kinds of disaster.
- objectives of Detailed Plan are varied corresponding to the scale of disaster.
Disaster Waste Management Detailed Plan is drawn up at municipality level
and/or prefecture level according to the scale of disaster
In the last year’s report, necessity to draw up Detailed Plan in advance of a disaster was
discussed, but actors of planning were not discussed well. Recognizing that the waste
treatment have been conducted in regional blocks at the last disaster, it is necessary to
draw up Detailed Plan at municipality level and prefecture level according to the scale
of disaster to prepare a future disaster, as shown in Table 2.
Prefecture should prepare regional disaster waste management Detailed Plan including
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member municipalities of each block and allocation of temporary treatment facilities
sites and deposit sites.
Table 2

Disaster scale and actors of disaster waste management Detailed Plan

disaster scale
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
small area,
wide area,
wide area,
actor
large scale**
large scale***
very large scale****
assistance by
assistance by wider
municipality
other Munis. is area than Level 2 is
same as level 3
supposed.
supposed
regional treatment
regional treatment
for many seriously
for seriously
damaged Munis.
damaged Munis.
prefecture
cover office works
cover office works
for many Munis.
for some Munis.
*
heavy damage in some areas of stricken municipalities
**
heavy damage in almost all areas of stricken municipalities
***
heavy damage in many municipalities, and serious damage in few municipalities
**** serious damage in many municipalities
(Muni. : Municipality, Munis. : Municipalities)
Level 1
small area,
medium scale*
damaged Muni.
cope with by
itself.

In municipal Detailed Plan, treatment and disposal of DW will be conducted by
facilities of regional block at level3/4 on disaster scale, and temporary storage sites
should be allocated by municipal Detailed Plan.
Detailed Plan should be accompanied by manual to estimate quantity of generated
waste relating to the kinds of disaster
It is very difficult to estimate quantity of generated waste previously, and in practice,
quantity can only be confirmed after a disaster occurred. However, because estimation
of quantity has impact on the decision of temporary storage site area and capacity of
temporary treatment facilities, it is essential to estimate quantity accurately. As in the
temporary storage sites at the last earthquake, where electric appliances, furniture,
metals and etc are segregated and recycled, estimation of quantity of these materials is
also necessary each in accordance with kinds of segregated materials.
In Japan, estimation of quantity is conducted with the information based on land use
situation and years after construction of houses and buildings. Amounts of segregated
waste that are generated from classification dismantling work of houses are also
reported. It is necessary to establish manual for estimation of quantity using such
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kinds of information.
In Table 3, the factors behind increase and decrease of waste quantity are inferred
corresponding to a kind of disaster.
Table 3 Kind of disaster and factors behind increase and decrease of waste quantity
flooding
factors

substance

submerging into
flood
increase:
furniture, tatami,
soil and stones

large scale
earthquake
difficulty of
segregation
increase:
mixed waste

fire accompanied
with earthquake
burning out of
damaged house
decease:
combustibles

large scale tsunami
carrying and flushing
by tsunami
decrease:
damaged houses
increase:
tsunami deposit

Objectives of Detailed Plan are varied corresponding to the scale of disaster
Recovery from disaster has two types of way, one is restoration and the other is
reconstruction. Restoration rearranging disaster area to the state before a disaster is
adopted at rather small scale disaster. On the other hand, reconstruction rebuilding
damaged area to stronger one for preparing future disaster is adopted at large scale
disaster. Reconstruction usually conducts large scale construction work corresponding
to large scale damage.
Materials produced from DW are scarcely used in restoration, but are utilized in
reconstruction. In another word, in case of small scale disaster, it costs much to
produce reusable materials because generated DW will be small quantity, and
consequently it becomes unrealistic. Restoration and reconstruction are arranged as
shown in Table 4 with the scale of disaster as shown in Table 2.

Table 4
Scale of
damage
Recovery
works

Sacle of disaster and recovery works from damage
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Restoration

Restoration
Reconstruction

Reconstruction

Reconstruction

For restoration, main objective of Detailed Plan is to treat properly and promptly
generated waste.

For reconstruction, it is one more objective to recycle DW as

reconstruction materials and supply them to reconstruction sites.
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In Japan, period of reconstruction is longer than period of treatment of DW that is
generally three years.

So, Detailed Plan should be determined in step with

reconstruction plan.

Relations between Detailed Plan and other plans
Agendas concerning Master plan, regional disaster prevention plan (“RDPP”) -plan
drawn up by municipality-, reconstruction plan and Detailed Plan are discussed here.
RDPP which is an upper level plan of Detailed Plan, involves the frame of disaster
prevention duties, assigning departments and allocating resources. According to RDPP,
it is decided to set up the department for DWM and to allocate officers.
Hazardous area which is illustrated by RDPP should be improved with redevelopment
designed by Master plan.
Unutilized land in a city is needed for various uses such as temporary housing or
temporary storage, when disaster attacks the city. Master plan has an important role to
coordinate various land use needs, and should allocate candidate sites for temporary
storage and treatment facilities for DWM on land use map.
Reconstruction plan and Detailed Plan are referred to in each other for taking a
supply-demand balance and for adjusting periods of each plan.
Collaboration of Master plan and reconstruction plan may be able to enhance the
resilience against disaster.

Conclusion
The problems on the management of DW generated by the Great East Japan Earthquake
are arranged from the reports and the following conclusions are obtained preparing for a
future large scale disaster:
-

Detailed Plan should be drawn up not only by municipality but also by prefecture,

-

Detailed Plan drawn up by prefecture should correspond to manage DW in regional
blocks,

-

Detailed Plan should be accompanied by manual to estimate quantity of waste
according to a kind of disaster,

-

Detailed Plan should take into account producing materials for reconstruction.

Finally, relations among Master plan, regional disaster prevention plan, reconstruction
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plan and Detailed Plan is discussed. Master plan acts important role to designate sites
required from other plans. As for Detailed Plan, Master plan is required to allocate
temporary storage sites and temporary treatment sites. Detailed Plan should coordinate
with reconstruction plan on taking supply-demand balance and adjusting periods of two
plans.
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